
Life Groups @ Hope Spring 2022

Renew: Returning the Heartbeat of Hope

“Stepping In”

Ephesians 3:14-21

Thoughts to Shape and Spark Discussion:

“The persons within God exalt each other, commune with each other, and defer to one another…. Each

divine person harbors the others at the center of his being. In constant movement of overture and

acceptance, each person envelops and encircles the others…. God’s interior life overflows with regard

for others.”

Cornelius Plantinga

“How do we relate to him now? How, where, and when is this loving relationship practically played

out? The answer is in corporate worship. This is exactly what corporate worship is: the interaction

between a groom and his bride. Corporate worship is the dialogue that takes place between two who

love each other and take delight in each other’s presence.”

Steve Klingbeil

We will dance on the streets that are golden

The glorious bride and the great Son of Man

Let every tongue and tribe and nation

Rejoice in the song of the Lamb

“We Will Dance,” David Ruis

Themes and Questions to Guide Reflection and Response:

➢ What from the Scripture passage or the sermon made an impression upon you? Do you have

unanswered questions about the passage?

➢ What is God showing you about Himself and yourself in this passage?

➢ Central to our vision of renewal as people of Hope Church is the interplay of individually

receiving and thriving in the Father’s embrace and corporately celebrating that embrace.

○ What is your experience with enjoying God individually and corporately as a member

of a church?

○ Which wins out for you? Why?

○ What are some of the encouragements from the passage that exhort us to communal

categories and not merely individual?

➢ What is the foundation for our life together - biblically speaking?

○ How does the “dance” of the Father, Son, and Spirit enable and set a model for our

relationship to each other?

○ What do you make of God making room for you in the “dance”?

○ How do this enable us to make room for others?

➢ How does the liturgy of a Sunday morning shape us into these kinds of people?

○ How do the elements of worship invite us into an experiential knowledge and not

merely a factual knowledge? Where do we see that in the passage?

➢ The dress rehearsal for the wedding supper of the Lamb described in Revelation takes place

every Sunday morning.

○ How is your longing for and preparation for that great celebration being stoked week

by week?


